1. MEET CANADIAN AUTHORS AND ILLUSTRATORS
Use the Contents page to locate the article about the author of Hunter in the Dark, Monica Hughes. Find the article and skim to answer the following questions:

What prizes did Monica Hughes win for her novel Hunter in the Dark?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Where was Hughes born?
_____________________________________________________________________

How old would she have been when she published Hunter in the Dark?
_____________________________________________________________________

How does she keep track of her ideas for stories?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

The article says Hughes does a lot of research before writing a book to help give it a “solid sense of space”? What areas do you suppose she had to research before writing Hunter in the Dark?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

At the end of the article she offers advice to young writers. What is the advice and why is it a good idea?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________